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Linear independence of the principal solutions at cc and - io for identically 
normal, formally self-adjoint differential systems U’ = AU + BTi V’ = 
CU - /I* V, with B > 0, which are disconjugate on (- co, 5;), is ‘charac- 
terized by the condition W-m < W, on (- co, co), where W, , [WL], is the 
distinguished solution of the associated Riccati equation at m, [- m]. A com- 
parison type theorem between the above system and certain Sturmian majorants 
gives order relations for the corresponding distinguished solutions. The work 
is motivated by that of Anderson and Lazer for self-adjoint scalar equations of 
order 2.72. For certain types of such equations, the results allow a direct sum 
decomposition into two rz dimensional fan-&es, one whose sotutions are in 
I+(- co, 0] and the other whose solutions are in &[O, SC). 
1. HVPOTHESE~ AND DEFINITKONS 
Suppose that A, B, C are continuous n x IZ complex matrix valued functions 
on (-co, co) with B(X) and C(X) h ermitian for each real X. For hermitian n x n 
matrices Hand K, we write H >, K, [H > K], if the quadratic formn*(H - 9)~ 
is nonnegative, [positive], for all nontrivial rz vectors z-. The hypothesis that 
A, B, C are as above with B 3 0 on (-00, ELI) is denoted by H(B > 0). 
Consider a differential system 
d = Au + Bv, v’ = C’u - A*v, on C-m, a), (1.1) 
where u and v are n x 1 matrix valued functions which are diierentiable on 
(- XI, co). We will assume throughout that system (1 .l) is identically normal 
on (- 00, CO), i.e., if (zc; v) is a solution with u identically zero on a nondegenerate 
interval, then v is also identically zero. Points c and d of (-coo? o) are called. 
conjugate with respect to system (1.1) if there exists a solution (21; 71) of (1.1) with 
U(C) = 0 = u(d) b u u is not identically zero between c and d. We will assume t 
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throughout that system (1.1) is disconjugate on (-co, co), i.e., there exist no 
pairs of conjugate points. 
Associated with the vector system (1.1) is the matrix system 
U’ = z4U + BV, V’ = cu - A”V, on (-co, m>, (1.2) 
where U(X) and V(- ) x are n x n matrices. If (Vi; V,) and (Ua; V,) are solutions 
of system (1.2), then the bracket function {V, , Ua} = lJ,*V, - Vl*U, is 
constant on (-co, co). If (V, V) is a solution of (1.2) for which {V, U> = 
U*V - V* U = 0, then (U; V) is called self-conjoined. System (1.3) may be 
viewed as a system of the form 
y’ = %y, (1.3) 
where (U; V) = ($) =y and ‘$l = ($ -Af). 
The set of 2n x n solutions y of (1.3), together with the operations of pointwise 
addition and right scalar multiplication from the ring V,, of n x n complex 
matrices, has the algebraic structure of a right unitary module over ‘Znn . In 
this setting, solutions y1 and yz of (1.3) are linearly independent on (-00, CO) if 
the only constant n x n matrices C, and C, for which ylC, + yaC, is 0 on 
(-m, co) are C, and Ca both 0. If y1 = (U,; VI) and ye = (U,; V2), then y1 
and ya are linearly independent if and only if { U, , U,} is nonsingular if and only 
ifyl andy, provide a basis for the solution space of (1.3). See [2; pp. 171, 1721 for 
further details. 
If (V, V) is a self-conjoined solution of (1.2), then on any interval on which u 
is nonsingular, W defined by W = VU-l is hermitian and satisfies the matrix 
Riccati equation 
W’ = C - A*W- WA - WBW. (1.4) 
A self-conjoined solution (U; V) with U nonsingular on (c, co) which has the 
property that S(x, s; U) defined by 
.Z 
qx, s; U) = J U-lB U*-l dt (1.5) s 
satisfies the condition 
syx, s; U) --+ 0, as X-F- co Q-6) 
is called a principal solution at 00. In case lim,,, S-1(x, s; U) is positive definite, 
(U; V) is called antiprincipal at CO. 
Under the present hypotheses there exist principal solutions (U,; V,) at 00 
and (U-,; V-,) at -co with Lr- and lJ_, nonsingular on (-co, co). Principal 
solutions at 00, or at - 03, are unique up to nonsingular constant multiples from 
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~,n = The solution IV, , [IV-J, of (1.4) defined by IV= = V,U,i, [K, = 
v-, lj-~‘,], is called the distin@shed soZutirm of (1.4) at 00, [- ~1. 
2. LINEAR INDEPENDENCE OF (U, ; V,) XYD (G-, ; t'-cc) 
If (U; V) is a self-conjoined solution of (1.2) with U nonsingular on an 
interval (d, co), then iVK is determined by 
wz(3q = V(X) wl(~) - U*-l(~)[;;y S-l(t, X; U)] zi-l(u$ (2.1) i 
for x > d. Similarly, if (U; V) is a self-conjoined solution of (1.2) with U 
nonsingular on an interval (-CO, c), then IV-, is determined by 
TV&q = V(x) U-l(x) + u*-l(x)ph S-l@, s; C)] U-l(x), (2.2) 
for x < c. In each case, the indicated limit exists and is nonnegative. Substitution 
of (U,; VW,) for (77; V) in (2.2) gives the conclusion 
If (U; V) is a self-conjoined solution of (1.2) with C nonsingular on (- SC, oz), 
and W is defined as VL’-l, then the inequality 
holds on (-a, co) (see Theorem 6.1 of Reid [15, p. 6831). 
If (U,; V,) is any principal solution at co and (C’L,; I’=) is any principal 
solution at -co, then the identity 
implies that I%-, - FVW is of constant rank and {U= , UP,) is nonsingular if 
and only if IV-, - Wm is positive definite. 
In the case where A, l3, and C are constant matrices and our present hypotheses 
hold, Theorem 7.1 of Reid [15, p. 6841 implies, among other things, that W, 
and IV, are constants. 
In the example y” - y = 0, a principal solution at co, f- oc], is e-L, [eJ’] and 
the distinguished solution at co, C-m], of the Riccati equation 20’ = 1 - z$ is 
- 1, [I]. In this example the inequality in relation (2.3) is strict. In the example 
y” = 0, the constant function 1 is principal at both o and --oo and zc-, = 
“g,l, Z 0. In the example y” + y = 0 on (0, rr), sin .X is principal at 0 and n and 
W-Z.2 1 g:, = cot X. In the example y” + (1/4.r”)y = 0 on (0, a), the function 
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x1/* is principal at 0 and co, whereas, in the example y” + (1/8x2)y = 0 on 
(0, co) the function x: (2+d\/p)/4 is principal at 0 and the function S-d/8)/4 is 
principal at co. For a’comparison theorem for scalar equations, see Hartman 
[lo, p. 3581. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that hypothesis H(B > 0) holds, system (1.1) is 
identically normal and disconjugate on (- 03, KI). Let (U,; V,) be a principal 
solution at co and (U-,; V-J be a pPincipa1 solution at -CO with W, = V, U;;;l 
and W-, = V-, U-L the respective distinguished solutions of (1.4) at co and -CO. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (U,; V,) and (U-,; V-,) are linearly independent. 
(ii) (U, , Km} > 0. 
(iii) There exists apoint x for which Wm(x) < W-,(X). 
(iv) W, < I&L, ofz (-03, co). 
(v) (U,; VJ is antiprincipal at -to. 
(vi) (UP,; V-,) is antiprincipal at co. 
(vii) There exists a self-conjoined solution (U; V) of (1.2) with U nonsingular 
on (-a, CO) and (V, V) antiprincipal at co. 
3. A COMPARISON THEOREM FOR DISTINGUISHED SOLUTIONS 
Consider differential systems 
(3. Ii) 
on (-co, co), for i = 1, 2, which satisfy hypothesis H(B, > 0) and are iden- 
tically normal and disconjugate on (-co, co). For s and t distinct points of 
(-co, co) with s < t and rTT, and nTt complex n vectors, define quadratic func- 
tionals Ji , i = 1, 2, by 
for 7 in the class ~Js, t, ?T~, rrt] of piecewise smooth functions for which 
77(s) = z-~ , y(t) = rTTt , and there exists a piecewise continuous function 5 with 
q’ = ,4,7 + Bit holding for all but at most a finite number of points of [s, t]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that system-s (3.1,) and (3.1,) satisfy hypothesis 
H(Bs > 0), for i = 1, 2, and are identically normal and &conjugate on (- CO, CO). 
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Given that for any p&ts s, t with s < t and any vectors xS and pt , the functionals 
Ji satisfy 
$11 d $; 12 7 (3.2) 
1 
then the distinguished solutions W,,, and W-,,< , i = 1, 2, of the respective Riccati 
dl~eerential systems 
W’ = ci - as*w- WA, - W&W (3.3,) 
satisfJ1 the inequalities 
w,,, G wm,1 d w-m,1 d w-m,2 on (--co, c0). (3.4) 
If under these conditions (U’+; V,,J and (U-,,,; V-,,J are principal solutions 
at rx) and ---CD of the system 
U’ = AJJ + B,V, V’ = CJJ - A,“V, (3.5,) 
for i = 1,2, and ( U,,l; Vm,,) and (U-,,,; V-,,,) are &early independent, then 
(Urn,*; Vm,J and (u-,,,; V-,,,) are linearly independent. 
Following Reid’s construction [14, pp. 157-1601 of the principal solution at co, 
let U,,,,i(s) = I and Us,t,s(t) = 0. Then for any r, the solution of (3.1,) with 
u(s) = 71-,24(t) = Oisu = Us,,,i7r,V = V s,t,i~ and (ZL, vj minimizes J&, s, t, X, 0] 
on the class 9<[s, t, rr, O]. Indeed, if 17 E BJs, t, W, 01, then p = v - u has 
JtL771 = Jib1 + JiiI”l 2 Jil: u since p(s) = 0 = p(t) and Ji is known to be I 
positive definite on si[s, t, 0, 01. (S ee Theorem 5.2 of [15, p. 678-j.) From 
inequality (3.2) and the identity 
u*v I”, = 
s 
t [v*Bp + u*C,u] dx (3-Q 
s 
along solutions of (3.1,), we have 
for all t > s and all vectors r. Let t --f co to obtain 
A similar argument (or a duality argument) establishes the corresponding result 
W-m,,(s) d W-ca,z( ) s an since s is arbitrary, relation (3.4) follows. d . 
COROLLARY. Suppose that the conditions A, = A, , Bl = .B, > 0, and 
Cl < C, hold, system (3.1,) is disconjugate on (-US, a~) and systems (3.1,) afzd 
(3.1a) are identically normal on (-cc), m). Then condition (3.4) holds. 
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4. SYSTEMS WITH B > 0, C > 0 
Consider the obverse system [16, Sect. 21 to (1.1) 
d = --A% + cq v’ = Bu + Av. (4.1) 
Assume that system (4.1) as well as system (1.1) is identically normal. The 
hypothesis that kl, B, C are continuous on (-co, a) with B and C hermitian 
and nonnegative will be denoted by H(B 3 0; C 3 0). System (1.1) is discon- 
jugate on (-co, co) since the associated quadratic functional 
(4.2) 
is positive definite on the class 9[s, t, 0, 01. Observe that if (U; V) is the solution 
of (1.2) with U(s) = 1, V(s) = 0, then 
U*(b) V(b) = 1” (V*BV + U*CU) dx 
s 
(4.3) 
is positive [negative] definite if b exceeds s [b is less than s]. Indeed, if r is a 
constant vector such that rr* U*(b) V(b)n = 0 and 6 # s, then BVV z 0 G CU?r 
holds between s and b. For (u; v) defined as (UT; VET), we have ZL’ = AU, 
v’ = --A*v. Since V(S) is 0, the uniqueness theorem implies that v E 0. 
Normality of (4.1) and the observation that (uO; vs) defined by u,, = 0, v0 = u 
is a solution of (4.1) implies that u = 0. However, u(s) = m = 0. Thus U is 
nonsingular on (- co, co). 
If (U,; 1/m) is principal at co, then 
-Urn*(x) T/co(x) = Jrn (V,*BV, + U,*CU,) dt 
z 
(4.4) 
holds on (-a, 03). (See Theorem 8.1 of [14, p. 1631.) Note that Urn*(s) Va(s) is 
nonsingular since Ua is nonsingular on (- co, co) and if l/bo(s)r = 0, then the 
argument used above gives rr = 0. Since {U, , lJ> = U,*V - Vm*U = 
- Vm*(s) is nonsingular, the solutions (Urn; V,) and (U, 17) are linearly inde- 
pendent. Hence (U; 1’) is antiprincipal at co and condition (vii) of Theorem 2.1 
holds. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose systems (1.1) and (4.1) are identically normal and 
hypothesis H(B 2 0; C > 0) holds. Th en’ all of conditions (i) through (vii) OJ 
Theorem 2.1 hold. Also, V&s) < 0 < VS,-m(s). 
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5. AN APPLICATION TO EVEN ORDER SELF-ADJOINT SCALAR EQUATIONS 
The methods and results of this section are closely related to those of Anderson 
and Lazer [l]. We consider the real coefficient scalar equations 
i0 (- l)~D~(d,D%u) = 0, d, constants, 4 > 0, (S.i,) 
go (-l)‘CD”(c,D~zu) = 0, Ck constants, c, > 0, (5.1,) 
Associated with each scalar equation (S.lJ is a vector equation of the form 
(3.1,) and a matrix equation of the form (3.54. For i = 0, 1, 2, the matrix =2 
is 0 if IZ = 1 and, if n > 1, entry ( j, j + 1) of A is 1 I for j = I,..., n - 1, and 
all other entries are zero. For i = 2, and likewise for i = 0, I, define & as the 
matrix with exactly one nonzero entry, that of n, in the (12, H) position and 
define Gz as the diagonal matrix with entry in the (j,j) position of aj-1 , 
j = I,..., n. Each system (3.1,) is identically normal and satisfies hypothesis 
N(B, > 0). For (u; n) a solution of (3.1,) the function zu = ur , i.e., the first 
component of 21, is a solution of (5.1,). Conversely, if z~! is a solution of (5.1,), then 
(u; U) defined by uj = Dj-%u, j = l,..., IZ, v, = ~,‘in.,~ , and z~.,-~ = a,-ju,-j,, - 
I v,,,+~+~ , for j = I,..., a - 1, is a solution of (3.1,). Boundary conditions of the 
form U(S) = 7rS , zc(t) = n: for (3.1,) become, under the above transformation, 
boundary conditions for (5.lJ of the form 
zdys) = 7rg,k ) zu+l)(t) = 7rt,&: ) K = I,..., w, (5.2) 
where 71~ = (r,,r ,..., vs,nj, rt = (rt,r ,.‘.? ‘5Tt.n ) . 
Points s and E are called co+g&e with respect to Eq. (5.1i), as the inherited 
meaning from system (3.1,) implies, if there exists a nontril-ial soIution w of 
(5.1,) with zu+r)(s) = 0 = zu(%-l)(t), k = I,..., n. Equation (5.L) is called 
discorzjz@e ofz (-co, co) if no pairs of points of (-853, oo) are conjugate. 
A point f is called a focat poz’nt of s for (5.1,;) if there exists a nontrivial vector 
solution (u; .n) of (3.1,) with u(t) = 0 = z(s). If no pairs (s, t) exist with 1 a 
focal point of s, then equation (5. Ii) is called &j&al 01z (- cr , co). 
For (5.1,) disconjugate on (-a, cc) and T # 0, Iet (UO,T,..; Y,,,,i) denote the 
solution of (3.5,) which satisfies the matrix boundary conditions 
~O,T,iK9 = 1: U,,,,,(T) = 0. (.5.3,) 
Note that T is a focal point of 0 for (5.1i) if and only if VO,,,+(0) is singular. 
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Let 9[s, t, nTTs , ~~1, s < t, denote the class of real valued functions f of class 
C+-l[s, t] with f(+1) piecewise smooth which satisfies boundary conditions of 
the form (5.2). Define quadratic functionals Ji on 9 by 
and likewise for J,, and Jl on 9. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that, for i = 0, 1, 2, equation (5.1,) is &conjugate on 
(-cc), KI). For s, t with s < t, assume that rs and rt are n vectors. Let w be the 
unique solution of the boundary valueprobIem (5.&), (5.2). Thenforf in 9[s, t, rrs, 7~~1, 
we have 
Jdf, s, t, ns ,mtl 2 J&G s, t, ns ,4 (5.5) 
with equality if and only if f = w on [s, t]. Furthermore, Ji[f, s, t, 0, 0] is positive 
definite on 93[s, t, 0, 01. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that i has value 0 or 1, i.e., the constant coeficient cases 
of (5.1,) are considered. Assume that (5.1,) is disconjugate on (--co, co). For P the 
diagonal matrix with Pji = (- l>j, j = l,.,., n, and (U; V) a matrix solution of 
(3.5,), the matrix function (Y; 2) de$ned by Y(t) = PU(-t)P, Z(t) = -PV(-t)P 
is a solution of (3.5,). Since the relation 
(%--TAG; vll,--T.iw = P-G*,,i(-w; ---pv,,,,~(-w) (5.6) 
holds on (- 00, co), f OY i = 0, 1, the matrices V,,-,,i(0) and -V,,,,i(0) haw the 
same eigenvalues. For r any nontrivial constant vector, T > 0, andf irz 9[0, T, r, 01, 
we have 
Ji[f, 0, T, ~2 01 3 -~*Vo,T,~(O)~ 
and for f in Z?[- T, 0, 0, r] we have 
(5.7) 
Ji[f, -T, 0, 0, ~1 > ?T*v&-~,i(O)n = -7r*Pv&T,i(o)P?r. (5.8) 
Let 8, [@I’], denote the set of n vectors r with mK = 0 for k even, [oddI. Then, for 
m a nontrivial vector in d or B andf in 9[0, T, rr, 01, 
Jiv; 0, Z np 01 t -*V,v,r(0)~ > 0. (5.9,) 
Use of system (3.5,) at -t gives U'(-t) = AU(-t) + BV(-t), V’(-t) = 
CU(--‘t) - A*V(-t). Premultiply and postmultiply each equation by P and 
use PA = -Al’, PB = BP, PC = CP, Y’(t) = -PU’(--t)P, Z’(t) = 
PV’(-t)P to conclude that (Y; 2) is a solution. 
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Let n be a nontrivial vector and define (T; c) as (UO,r,i(t)rr; I/o,T,i(t)n) for 
0 < t < T and as (U,,--T,i(t)~; Vo,-T,i(t)~) for --T < t < 0. For 12 = q1 ) 
the first component of 7, we have JJh, 0, T, 7~, 0] = -+~*V,,r,~(O)rr and 
JJh, -T, 0, 0, Tr] = Tr*vo ,-=, i(0)n = -%-*Pvo,T,i(ojPTT. 
Since la E 9?[- T, T, 0, 01, we have 
J@rz, -T, T, (401 = -~*[V,,,r,i(O) + PV,,,,,i(W’l~ > 0. 
If rr is in 8 or 0, then Pn = -& and Theorem 5.2 follows from Theorem 5.1 and 
0 < Ji[h, -T, T, O,O] = -27r*V,,,,,i(0)~ = 2J,[h, 0, T, 7i, 01. 
We now consider the question of removal of the restriction of n to d or 0 in 
(5.9,), for i = 0 or 1, i.e., the question of when -V,,,,,(O) is positive definite 
for T > 0. For H the 2 x 2 matrix with diagonal elements 1 and 3 and off- 
diagonal elements of -2, the quadratic form m*i&r is positive for nontrivial v 
in d or 0 but H is not positive definite. The following theorem shows the 
relationship of the above question to absence of focal points in the general 
setting of Section 1. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that hypothesis H(B 3 0) holds, system (1.1) is 
identically normal and disconjugate cm (-00, CD). Then there exists a point TI in 
(0, 00) such that V,,,(O) < 0 fm 0 < T < TI . In addition, the following con- 
ditions are equivalent. 
(i) For every positive T and every nonzero co&ant vector r, we have 
J[q, 0, T, r, 0] > 0 for 7 in ZB[O, T, a, 01. 
(ii) V,,,(O) < 0 for every T > 0. 
(iii) V&O) is nonsingular for every T > 0. 
(iv) No point of (0, co) is a focal point of 0. 
Let (U, V) be the solution of (1 .I) which satisfies the initial conditions 
U(0) = I> V(0) = 0. Then there exists a positive real number TI such that 
U(t) is nonsingular for 0 < t < Tr . Let v and 5 be piecewise smooth functions 
on [0, T;] with y(T,) = 0 and 17’ = A7 + B[ a.e. on [0, TJ. If W is defined as 
VU-l on [0, T,], then W(O) = 0, W is hermitian, and satisfies (1.4) on [O, TJ. 
Also 
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If equality holds, then 7,’ = (A + BW)T7, ~(7’~) = 0 and 7 = 0. If T is a non- 
trivial constant vector and (u; V) = ( U,,T,~; VO,Tl~), then 
0 < J[u, 0, Tl] = -~*K3,Tl(w 
Hence V,,T,(0) . g is ne ative definite and since V,,,(O) is increasing in T for 
0 < T < 00, V,,,(O) is negative definite for 0 < T < T1 . Since the eigen- 
values of V,,,(O) are all negative for 0 < T < T1 and increasing in T, conditions 
(ii) and (iii) are equivalent. Conditions (iii) and (iv) are equivalent since Va,,(O) 
is singular if and only if there exists a nontrivial vector T such that V,,JO)T = 0 
if and only if T is a focal point of 0. Since the minimum value of J[Q 0, T, z-, 0] 
for q in 9[0, T, r, 0] is -T*V,,,(O) T, conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that ck:, for k = O,..., n, are Teal constants with c, > 0 
such that (5.1,) is disconjugate oft (-co, co). Then Eq. (5. 11) is disfocal on (-co, a) 
if and om’y if Vo,T,l(0) . zs ne a me g t. d f; t f e ni e w all T > 0 if and on& if VO,,,,(0) is 
positive de$nite for all T < 0. In particular if VO,m,l(0) < 0 holds, then (5.1,) z’s 
disfocal on (-a, a). 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose that the functions aR satisfy ak > cls , k = O,..., II, on 
(-=r,, a) and there exists a positive real number 6 such that for dk = cK - 6, we 
have d, > 0 and Eq. (5.1,) d zs isconjugate on (-co, ‘;o). For z- a vector in & or 
6 (see Theorem 5.2), let wT denote the solution of (5.1,) with w$‘-~‘(O) = rfG, 
k = I,..., n and wy-l’(T) = 0, k = l,..., n. Then 
i. i= (D7’w~(~))2 ds < (l/S)(-,*Vo,r,z(o)~), (5.10) 
and, for w, = lim,,, wT , 
(5.11) 
Hence (5.1,) has n linearb independezt solutions y1 ,..., yn , theJirst TOW of Uo,m,z , 
and n linearly independent solutions x1 ,..., z, , the first YOW of U,,,-m,2 , with the 
propaties: For i = I,..., n, 
(i) D”y, EL,[O, to), fop k = 0 ,..., n, 
(ii) Dkxi E&.(--W, O],foror k = 0 ,..., n, 
(iii) Dkyi has limit 0 at m, for k = O,..., n - 1, 
(iv) D”zi has limit 0 at - 00, for k = 0 ,..., n - 1. 
Note that conclusions (i) through (iv) can be obtained under the lighter 
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hypotheses (t, = c, - 8,d0=c0-8,c,..>,dk,k = l,.,,, n- l.Asin[l,p.524] 
-~*~fo,r.@)~ = J&T- , 0, T, ‘TT, 01 2 J&I- , 0, T, r> 01 
and 
with the Jo term nonnegative. Uniform convergence on compact intervals of 
(U&T; ~~ro6,T) to (Uo,c@; V,,,j gives relation (5.11). Lemma 3.4 of [I, p. 5281 
implies (iii) and (iv). 
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose that the a, are normegative with a0 and a, L?Z (5.1,) 
bounded below by positive constads. Thez Eq. (5.1,) is disconjugate and di!focal on 
(- m, co,) and the solutionsy, ,..., ylz , x, ,..., z, of Theorem 5.4 satisfy conditions (i) 
through (iv) and 
(v) the jLrzctio?zs y1 ,..., yn , z, ,..., x, form a fundamental set of solutions 
for (5.1,). 
Conditions (i) and (ii) follow from relation (4.4) and rhe dual result for 
( trl; YE) This method has been used by Hinton [12]. 
If 31 a’..> %I and PI - t% are constants such that r;3 aiiyi + C Piai = 0 on 
(- CTJ, zoj, then for a, r/3], the column vector aI ,..., 01, , [/I1 ) . . . . Pn] we have 
yc& tr-$ = 0, for ya = (U,,,,,; r;6,& and J’L = (~~o,o,-~,g; s/yo,-,,& 
Application of Theorem 4.1 implies thaty, andy-, are linearly independent and 
consequently cc = p = 0. 
THEOREM 5.6. Suppose that the polynomial equation 
p(h) = f (-l)“c,x”” = 0, c, > 0 
P=O 
(5.12) 
has the property that all roots have nonzero Teal part. Then there exists a positizle 
real zumber 6 such that rl;i = cp - 6, k = O,..., n, has dn > 0 and (S.&J is 
disconjilgate on (-CD, CD). If thefunctions ak are bourzded below by cX. , k = O?..., uE, 
then Eq. (5.1J is discon$gate on (-co, wJ) and the functions yI ,..., yn , z1 ,-..? x.,, 
of Theorem 5.4 satisfy conditions (i) through (v) OJ Theorems 5.4 and 5.5. 
Lemma 2.1 of [1] implies disconjugacy of (5.1,) and (5.1,), (see Hinton [IZij, 
where 6 is chosen as in [I, p. 5241. It follows from the nature of the solutions Gf 
(3.5,) under the present hypotheses that ( li,V,,, , Vo,m,l) and ( EJO,-m,l , VO,_Dj,lj 
are linearly independent, since the first row of I;io,,J~~o,-m,J has elements in 
L,[O, r,), [&(-co, OJ], and no more than n linearly independent solutions of 
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(5.1,) are bounded on [0, cc), [(--co, O]]. Hence V,,,,,(O) < V,,-,,,(O) holds 
and Theorem 3.1 gives (v). Note that the a, need not be bounded above, (com- 
pare with [I, Theorem 11). 
6. CONNECTIONS WITH OTHER WORK (added June22,1977) 
The following theorem results from a duality argument, Proposition 10, 
page 53, and the corollary to Theorem 8, page 54 of Coppel[5]. (Note differences 
in terminology and notation.) 




1 Ai Bi ’ 
i = 1,2, 
satisfy HI > Hz on (-A, CD). In addition suppose systems (3.1,) and (3.1e) 
satisfy hypotheses H(B, 3 0), i = 1,2, are identically normal on (-co, co) and 
system (3.1,) is discottjugate on (- 00, co). Then system (3.1,) is disconjugate on 
(-co, 03) andcondition (3.4) holds. 
The following corollary strengthens the corollary to Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that the conditions A, = A, , Bl > B, > 0, and Cl < C, 
hold, system (3.1,) is disconjugate on (-CO, KI) and systems (3.1,) and (3.1,) 
are identically normal on (- 00, a). Then condition (3.4) holds. 
This corollary taken together with Theorem 2.1 provides an alternative to the 
application of Theorem 3.1 in the proof of Theorem 5.6. 
Self-adjoint systems of the form (1.1) which arise in control theory are treated 
by Brockett [4, p. 158-J. 
A special case of system (l.l), that of y” + K(t)y = 0, where K(t) is the 
curvature tensor, arises in differential geometry [8, 6, II]. In [7, p. 2401, the 
principal solution at cc is called a stable Jacobi tensor and the principal solution 
at --co is called the antistable Jacobi tensor. Jacobi fields which are both stable 
and antistable are called cental [7]. Central Jacobi fields exist if and only if the 
principal solution at 00 and the principal solution at -00 are linearly dependent. 
The term antiprincipal has been used previously by Tomastik [18, p. 621 to 
denote any self-conjoined solution which is linearly independent from the 
principal solution at co. 
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